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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper comparatively explores the wisdom of America’s enforcement of federal corporate laws through the disproportionate assignment of criminal penalties at the entity-level. Although federal criminal statutes have long been enforced against individual violators, the vigor with which they are applied pales in comparison to the frequency of entity-level enforcement.¹ This state of affairs has been undoubtedly spurred by the elevated state of mind requirements appended to federal securities statutes, the considerable difficulty of proving individual criminal intent within a fragmented corporate structure, and the availability of entity-level liability doctrine to prosecutors. This has resulted in countless individual violators evading punishment, while shareholders bear the cost of the penalties incurred by and extracted from the corporation at the organizational level.

II. STATEMENT OF LAW

To successfully defend entity-level corporate liability “in deterrence terms”—which is precisely what those highlighting the doctrine’s advantages emphasize—it must be shown to actually deter corporate managers and employees more effectively than direct individual liability.² Entity liability’s staunchest defenders cite the “frequency of corporate misconduct, the extraordinarily serious consequences of such conduct, and the difficulty of proving many..."
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¹ Erik Paulsen, Imposing Limits on Prosecutorial Discretion in Corporate Prosecution Agreements, 82 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1434, 1444 (2007) (observing that from 1992 to 2002—the ten years during which non-prosecution agreements in the corporate criminal context were first allowed—an “average of fewer than two [of such agreements] a year” were struck, while a “staggering” forty three non-prosecution agreements—or average of fourteen per year—were entered into from the beginning of 2003 to the end of 2006).

corporate and white collar offenses” as central justifications for their reluctance to curb use of the doctrine.3

In so doing, the doctrine’s defenders fail to grasp the degree to which corporate fraud has intensified, all the while prosecutorial reliance4 on entity-level liability has grown and the number of individual criminal prosecutions—except for the most egregious of frauds5—has correspondingly shrunk.6 Thus, rather than fear “restricting” a mode of enforcement whose effectiveness and equity have continually been called into question, we ought to instead acknowledge the entity-level mode’s raison d’être—i.e., the difficulty of proving individual intent—and craft comprehensive reforms that directly address and surmount this inadequacy.

III. ENTITY-LEVEL CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY – ORIGINS AND MECHANICS

Federal courts developed and established the preconditions for entity-level criminal liability more than a century ago.8 Premised on the notion that the mental state of agents is imputed to the entity and immediately becomes an “ingredient”9 of the corporation, entity-level attribution merely requires proof of the following three elements: that a corporate agent (i) was responsible for the criminal violation’s actus reus; (ii) acted within the scope of his employment; and (iii) intended—through the act and however subordinate to his own self-enrichment motive—to confer a benefit on the corporation.10

Most crucially, although the entity’s criminal liability is derived from the misconduct of the corporation’s agents, “it is not necessary” under the entity liability doctrine “to identify the specific agents who committed the offense.”11 Instead, it is “sufficient to establish that some agent or agents of the enterprise must have committed” the crime, a doctrinal feature which thereby liberates prosecutors from the cumbersome need of having

4 ANDREW WEISSMANN, RICHARD ZIEGLER, LUKE MCLoughlin & JOSEPH MCFADDEN, REFORMING CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY TO PROMOTE RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE BEHAVIOR (Oct. 2008), available at http://www.instituteforlegalreform.com/get_ilr_doc.php?id=1218 (underscoring the degree to which entity-level enforcement is the “prevailing legal rule”).
7 Beale, supra note 3, at 1505-06.
9 United States v. Hayes Int’l Corp., 786 F.2d 1499 (11th Cir. 1986).
10 Beale, supra note 3, at 1505.
to prove, as a precondition for securing an entity’s conviction, that a specific individual agent actually perpetrated the underlying statutory offense.12

Proponents of entity liability assert that it “deters corporate managers [and] employees better than . . . direct individual liability.”13 By decreasing the corporation’s net value through the imposition of exorbitant post-conviction penalties, the doctrine leaves it to the corporation’s shareholders “who bear the brunt of such a decrease . . . to encourage managers not to commit undesirable acts.”14 Furthermore, because entity liability makes securing some penalty for corporate misconduct more likely (irrespective of whether it is achieved through the enforcement mode most likely to deter recurrence), the doctrine remedies the difficulties associated with securing an individual agent’s conviction and circumvents the prospect of a judgment proof corporate agent.15

Despite these professed virtues, the conceptual and practical contradictions inherent in the entity liability doctrine persist. First, the capacity of shareholders to serve as an impetus for effective oversight is “tempered” by the collective difficulty shareholders face in “monitoring the activities of the corporation’s managers and employees.”16 All too often, such scrutiny is “prohibitively costly,” and managers’ activities are themselves “imperfectly observable.”17 Additionally, the economic benefit an individual corporate agent stands to reap from misconduct will almost always outweigh the dispersed costs that any single shareholder will incur if large fines follow conviction at the entity-level—especially when, as now, highly diversified portfolios are the norm across investor subsets.18 When these realities are considered alongside state corporate law’s doctrinal resistance19 to greater shareholder involvement in corporate supervision and direction, the patent “unfair[ness]” of penalizing “innocent” shareholders for failing to prevent conduct for which they are arguably the poorest positioned and least incentivized to detect becomes apparent.20

12 Id. (emphasis added).
13 Khanna, supra note 2, at 1494-95.
14 Id. at 1495.
15 Id. at 1495-96.
16 Id. at 1495.
17 Id.
19 D. Gordon Smith, The Shareholder Primacy Norm, 23 J. CORP. L. 277, 279 (1998) (observing that express legal barriers have contributed to making the shareholder primacy norm “nearly irrelevant to the ordinary business decisions of modern corporations”).
Beyond the burdens it places on a corporation’s shareholders, entity liability’s devastating effect on the most blameless and detached corporate stakeholders cannot be overlooked. With conviction amounting to a veritable “death sentence” to business firms that practice in federally regulated industries requiring active certification statuses, entity-level liability more often than not strips a convicted firm of its eligibility to conduct business and thereby results in its being required to “let go of tens of thousands of employees,” despite the fact that nearly all of them had absolutely “no connection to the wrongdoing.”

At an even more basic level, entity liability also “[runs] contrary to an aim of criminal law—punishment of the morally [culpable]—because it relie[s] upon vicarious guilt rather than personal fault.” Indeed, if imparting reputational stigma to a criminal offender is one of the law’s central objectives, then entity liability cannot—given the untenability of assigning blame to juristic constructs such as corporations—communicate society’s distaste for the misconduct nearly as effectively as an individual person’s conviction, which undercuts the wisdom of using organizational punishment. Furthermore, the presence of an altogether distinct entity-level liability route exacerbates the “massive uncertainty” already prevalent within the fiduciary duty universe without actually producing meaningful gains at the level of deterrence. Finally, the doctrine’s judge-made derivation undermines its legitimacy even among those who most aggressively advocate for corporate criminal law’s reorientation away from individual liability.

In light of these shortcomings, it is unsurprising that entity liability is historically disfavored as a mode for punishing corporate crime abroad, with most advanced economies “hold[ing] fast in refusing to punish criminally corporations for the acts of their individual directors or employees.” Europe’s recent gestures towards greater incorporation of entity-level liability are better explained by the European Union’s desire to achieve pan-Continental

22 Khanna, supra note 2, at 1484-85.
24 SALLY SIMPSON, CORPORATE CRIME, LAW, AND SOCIAL CONTROL 20 (2002) (noting that non-incarceratory penalties, such as entity criminal liability, are per se “nonstigmatic and conciliatory”); Cf. Lawrence Friedman, In Defense of Corporate Criminal Liability, 23 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 833, 835-36 (2000).
26 Weissmann, Ziegler, McLoughlin & McFadden, supra note 4, at 2 (attributing much of the entity-level doctrine’s illegitimacy to the fact that it has never been “commanded by Congress”).
integration within a U.S.-led global financial system than by Europe’s faith in entity-level liability’s superior capacity to deter corporate criminality.  

IV. INDIVIDUAL CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY

Unlike entity liability, which attempts to deter indirectly, “direct liability . . . directly influences.”29 Beyond the qualitative advantages of deterrence regimes that directly seek to dissuade certain conduct, the individual deterrence model remains preferable, if for no other reason than because entity liability’s very emergence was propelled by American corporate law’s self-imposed “difficulty” identifying an individual offender within a “complex and decentralized structure,”30 as opposed to emerging in response to any fundamental deficiencies within the individual liability model.31

Furthermore, individually imposed corporate criminal penalties are better justified in light of the substantial financial benefits and economic liability limitations that individual corporate agents enjoy as a result of the corporation’s status.32 Decentralized corporate form does profitably enable the entity’s “more prompt[ ] [reaction] to market . . . fluctuations and technological change,”33 rendering criminal statutes incapable of “adjust[ing] to and permeat[ing] dynamic business organizations.”34 Indeed, it is “because” of the decentralized corporate form that the fairness of allowing individual corporate agents to doubly benefit from the corporate structure’s conferral of windfalls and safe harbors, without concurrently bearing greater individual penalties for deviance, is called into question.35

Critics proffer two primary theoretical objections to reliance on elevated individual corporate criminal penalties. First, that the prosecution of corporate agents will under-compensate victims and under-deter culprits in light of the individual offender’s judgment proof propensity.36 Second, that corporate agents will simply demand a higher risk-premium as a condition for accepting employment.37 Neither, however, represents a compelling case against the individual enforcement model.38 Rather, the first criticism completely overlooks the fact that individual criminal prosecution can just as readily result in incarceration as it can

29 Khanna, supra note 2, at 1495.
31 Id. at 551-52.
32 See generally id.
33 Id. at 560.
34 Simpson, supra note 24, at 5.
35 See generally id.
36 Khanna, supra note 2, at 1496.
37 Id.
38 See generally id.
result in monetary fines. Likewise, the latter critique merely describes a consequence of increased resort to individual punishment without explaining why a world in which corporate employees demand much higher risk-premiums up front—which might in turn help sharpen and more accurately reflect the societal costs that corporate fraud actually imposes—would necessarily be undesirable.

V. **INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR SECURITIES FRAUD IN THE U.S. — GENERALLY**

The Securities Act of 1933 (“1933 Act”) regulates the offering of securities to public investors and prohibits individuals from “willfully” making any false or misleading statements in a registration statement. Violations of the 1933 Act trigger a fine of up to $10,000 and imprisonment for up to five years. The Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which increased the existing fine ceiling, preserved the 1933 Act’s willful intent standard.

During the interim between the Great Depression and the financial crisis in 2008 (“2008 Financial Crisis”), little corporate criminal statutory reform occurred. Unsurprisingly, the growing complexity of financial transactions and corporate configurations made establishing an individual’s intent to defraud progressively more difficult under the scienter standards enshrined in antiquated legislation.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (“Sarbanes-Oxley”), enacted with overwhelming bi-partisan support to address numerous accounting frauds, criminalized the “knowing” execution of a fraudulent scheme in connection with a public company’s securities and exposed violators to imprisonment for up to 25 years. However, like its predecessors, Sarbanes-Oxley required that prosecutors prove the defendant’s knowledge of the conduct’s unlawfulness in addition to demonstrating the defendant’s awareness of the conduct’s wrongfulness.

Given the burden of showing that an agent’s conduct stemmed from “‘knowing[ ],’ as opposed to negligent[ ] or even reckless[ ]” behavior, it was apparent that prosecutors

39 Thus creating a qualitatively distinct form of deterrence and constituting a penalty from which no defendant can hide by claiming personal insolvency.
40 See generally Khanna, supra note 2.
43 While proving willfulness does not require demonstrating that the defendant knew of the conduct’s unlawfulness at the time of commission, it demands a functionally analogous showing that the defendant knew it was wrongful.
46 Id.
would encounter “difficulty in enforcing” Sarbanes-Oxley.\textsuperscript{47} Furthermore, although Sarbanes-Oxley’s criminal provisions “sound[ed] significant” and “appear[ed]” to create “new or broader federal crimes,” much of the conduct proscribed had been “at least theoretically” prohibited before the legislation’s passage.\textsuperscript{48}

Illustrative of the degree to which federal statutes, even post-Sarbanes-Oxley, persist in erecting near insurmountable proof of intent barriers is the government’s own acknowledgment that for a defendant to violate applicable securities fraud provisions, “[h]e must not only know that the periodic report contains materially false information, he must falsely certify…that the report is materially accurate, he must do so knowing that such a false certification is forbidden by law, and he must do so with the specific intent to violate the law.”\textsuperscript{49}

Beyond the hard-to-satisfy proof standards contained within these criminal statutes, enforcement hurdles are heightened within the securities fraud context where cases (i) frequently involve the most complex factual predicates; (ii) require jurors to master and apply extremely nuanced understandings of guilt; and (iii) are likely to pit prosecutors against particularly skilled defense counsel.\textsuperscript{50}

Further complicating this is the fact that the substantive legal impediments to the assignment of individual culpability in cases of corporate fraud have helped nourish a belief among corporate agents that “[o]ver time, and with an increasing number of successes to [their] credit,” they can become “imperious to risk.”\textsuperscript{51} The entrenchment of this “psychology” has in turn “encourage[d] . . . ever-increasingly dangerous risk-taking,” a reality no doubt exacerbated by the “distance” that separates the corporate decision-maker from the “flesh-and-blood persons” left disproportionately vulnerable to, and impacted by, the decision’s consequences.\textsuperscript{52}

At an even deeper level, this psychology has—in a manner that further complicates the individual enforcement of U.S. corporate criminal laws—actually tended to obscure the misconduct of corporate agents who, unlike more boastful criminals, “will normally take pains to avoid the stigma of criminality,” opt to pressure their subordinates while simultaneously “disassociat[ing] themselves from any offence that might be committed,” and, despite “expressing allegiance” to such policies, refrain from implementing superficially stringent but deficient internal compliance policies that enable them to disclaim

\textsuperscript{48} Id. at 3-4.
\textsuperscript{50} See generally KENNETH MANN, DEFENDING WHITE-COLLAR CRIME: A PORTRAIT OF ATTORNEYS AT WORK (1985); Diskant, supra note 27, at 131, 151.
\textsuperscript{51} JAMES GOBERT & MAURICE PUNCH, RETHINKING CORPORATE CRIME 20 (2003).
\textsuperscript{52} Id. at 20-21.
“responsibility for . . . illegal activities.”53 In fact, empirical evidence drawn from studies of the financial services industry suggests that, perhaps more than any other corporate sphere, “segmentation of moral views by rank, status, or hierarchy within the organization”—i.e., the very preconditions needed for the phenomena referenced above to take root—is the order of the day.54 Consequently, over time a widespread belief has emerged that there is “only a remote chance” that corporate misconduct will be individually prosecuted and result in conviction.55

VI. INDIVIDUAL CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR SECURITIES FRAUD IN THE U.S. – 2008 FINANCIAL CRISIS

At the time of Sarbanes-Oxley’s passage, critics warned that the deterrence effect of the new penalties would prove to be “minimal” if the “corporate officers considered to be the prime culprits in the scandals . . . serve little or no prison time.”56 The infrequency with which the 1933 Act, the 1934 Act, and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act’s criminal provisions have been enforced against individuals since the 2008 Financial Crisis confirms the extent to which such prescience went—and continues to go—unheeded.57

Relative to the national scale of the misrepresentation, the paucity of individual criminal prosecutions in the 2008 Financial Crisis’ wake has been glaring: “there has not been a single criminal prosecution of . . . any individual senior financial executive—literally zero.”58 Moreover, while reasonable people can debate the extent to which securities fraud caused the crisis, “the answer clearly is not zero.”59 Similarly perplexed, an outraged public has pressed investigators on the lack of prosecutions of top Wall Street executives in the wake of the most severe financial crisis since the Great Depression.60

However, the SEC’s inability to prosecute suspected violators has not resulted from want of effort.61 Rather, the SEC’s Division of Enforcement has “struggled to build cases proving fraudulent behavior or other criminal misconduct” against even those persons whose conduct rested at the heart of the financial crisis.62 Most notably, the SEC dropped
criminal charges against former AIG executive Joseph Cassano and resorted to civil settlement with former Countrywide chief Angelo Mozilo—each of whose actions were disproportionately responsible for wreaking economic havoc, and for which the latter earned the moniker “godfather of subprime mortgages.”

Moreover, if, as many have insisted, federal prosecutorial unwillingness to pursue criminal enforcement actions against individual corporate agents was primarily motivated by a desire to avoid crushing the financial services industry, shortly after dedicating nearly a trillion tax-payer dollars to its resuscitation, then parallel concerns would be expected to have prevented the federal government from mounting criminal enforcement actions at the entity-level. Instead, organizational investigations, both during and since the 2008 Financial Crisis, have proceeded uninterrupted, leaving only the nature of U.S. corporate criminal laws and the availability of entity-level enforcement to explain many of the observed trends.

Accepting the argument advanced herein—that applicable individual corporate criminal laws currently impose, what are in most instances, near insurmountable proof-of-intent obstacles—might have led to the expectation that the recent flurry of financial reform legislation, which culminated in the Dodd-Frank Act’s passage, would rectify this deficiency head-on. Instead, through the Dodd-Frank Act, Congress passed legislation focused almost entirely on financial regulation and which, “unlike many systemic reform statutes . . . does not do much with the criminal law.” Astonishingly, only two of the Dodd-Frank Act’s provisions even allude to the corporate criminal law. One of Dodd-Frank’s provisions “tries to nudge” the U.S. Sentencing Commission towards increasing recommended sentences for individuals convicted of securities and mortgage fraud by “ask[ing]” the Commission to ensure that the federal sentencing guidelines reflect Congress’ intent that penalties appropriately account for both the actual and potential harm posed by these offenses. In so doing, Congress declined to provide leadership on an issue where the need for additional guidance was greatest, and instead prodded an independent agency—

65 Id.
68 Id.
69 Laufer, supra note 20, at 119 (describing prior instances where Congress had essentially asked the U.S. Sentencing Commission to “cover for [its] failures of substantive law reform with guidelines . . . that are no substitute”).
whose very authority to promulgate criminal penalties had recently been undercut—
to substitute its recommendations for Congress’ considered judgment.

With no less timidity, a second Dodd-Frank provision lengthened the statute of
limitations applicable to securities and mortgage fraud from five to six years, giving
prosecutors “a little more breathing room” to investigate these complex crimes. Thus,
rather than acting to remove the substantive and procedural obstacles which have
continually impeded corporate criminal prosecutions, Congress opted to give prosecutors
some more time to maneuver a maze that Congress had made un-navigable. For these
reasons, the Dodd-Frank Act cannot be mistaken for a serious attempt at meaningful reform
of U.S. corporate criminal law.

VII. INDIVIDUAL CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY IN EUROPE

A stark contrast exists between Europe’s record of enforcing corporate criminal
laws against individuals and the “literally zero” U.S. prosecutions of those who “profited
from a bubble they deliberately helped inflate and walked away with their wealth [and liberty]
largely intact.” For example, the financial crisis transgressions of Jerome Kerviel—a “fairly
junior” French trader at Societe Generale, yielded a three-year prison sentence and an order
to pay $6.7 billion dollars in restitution. Tellingly, the comparison suggests that Kerviel
was “unlucky” not to have perpetrated his misconduct in the United States where it is
“unlikely” he would have been punished severely. Closer inspection sheds further light on
the defining characteristics of corporate criminal law’s enforcement in Europe where, “[a]cross countries,” there is a shared recognition that individual criminal liability can help
motivate compliance through “fear” of adverse consequences, and criminal penalties are
imposed for “various contraventions of corporate legislation and for infringements of a
range of other statutes.”

Unlike their counterparts in the U.S. Congress, legislators throughout Europe have
actively spent the past two decades bolstering and modifying their respective corporate
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70 U.S. v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 268 (2005) (holding that sentencing guidelines carry no more than
advisory force).
71 Id.
72 Henning, supra note 67.
73 Greg Keller, Rogue French Trader, Sentenced to Jail, Hit With $6.7 Billion Fine, HUFFINGTON POST (Oct.
74 Id.
75 Tracy Corrigan, Does Kerviel Deserve to do Time for SocGen Rogue Trading?, DAILY TELEGRAPH (Oct. 5,
76 Cheffins and Black, supra note 55, at 1387.
77 Id. at 1470.
criminal law regimes. In the process, Europe has adopted a more individual-centric deterrent approach reflective of “the traditional concept of crime being . . . individual conduct dominated” and more closely bound to the “concept of personal culpability.”

The individual crime of omission, violated whenever non-disclosure is material and irrespective of the presence of a specific intent to deceive, has in recent years emerged as the “most important instrument of criminal justice” deployed against corporate crime on the European Continent. Europe’s success in deterring corporate crime through its reliance on individual enforcement became all the more apparent after several nations experimented with entity-level enforcement of antitrust laws. Although corporate convictions during this phase resulted in several hundred million dollars in fines being meted out, enforcement “never led to the sacking of [any of] the responsible members of the board,” let alone to any corporate agent’s criminal prosecution, realities which convinced many Europeans that reliance on entity-level enforcement “leads to a weakening of the deterrent effect on an individual level.”

Perhaps nowhere are the disparities between American and European attitudes toward corporate criminal law more pronounced than in Germany, where individual liability is “based more on penal principles than civil [principles].” Spurred by a societal belief that a penal approach serves as a “better deterrent,” there is “very little—quite possibly zero—real personal civil liability” for German corporate fraud. Moreover, since Germans tend to view the punishment of individual corporate wrongdoers “as a more satisfying response to white-collar crime than entity liability,” Germany infrequently employs entity-level liability to enforce its corporate criminal laws.

Equally noteworthy, however, is the fact that Germany’s rules governing individual criminal liability “are more adaptable to the corporate context.” Specifically, the German judicial system has adopted a “wider conception of mens rea” that is “more suitable” to the

78 Id. at 1470-75 (observing that England has created “some 250 offenses,” Germany “undertakes a lot of [crime legislation in] the field of Company Law, Australia has enacted “numerous offenses for which corporate officials may be held criminally liable,” and that France has passed “a substantial number of provisions in [corporate] legislation where breach can create criminal liability and pursuant to which the “number of prosecutions of those managing French companies has grown considerably over the past two decades) (emphasis added).
79 Schünemann, supra note 11, at 35.
80 Id.
81 Id. at 41.
82 Id. (emphasis added).
83 Patrick Ryan, Understanding Director & Officer Liability in Germany for Dissemination of False Information: Perspectives From an Outsider, 4 Ger. L.J. 439, 440 (2003).
84 Id. at 439.
85 Id.
86 Diskant, supra note 27, at 146.
87 de Maglie, supra note 30, at 561.
emerging and evolving economic order within which Germany’s corporate personnel operate. Indeed, by criminalizing areas “preliminary” to the actual harm, and supplementing corporate crimes such as fraud with a “ring” of offenses, Germany has transformed violations previously requiring a showing of “concrete harm” into offenses now triggered by the “abstract endangerment” of some right.

Consistent with its more individual-centric penal philosophy, Germany also punishes corporate officers “harshly,” especially within the context of a legal regime “often considered lenient in comparison to the American system.” Germany has even begun resorting to corporate criminal law “for the enforcement of administrative duties.”

In addition to making individual conviction substantively easier, Germany has also defined offenses like “invest[or] fraud” and “business situation fraudulent misrepresentation” with great precision, thus running counter to U.S. statutes which impart a “level of uncertainty [that] is by far higher.” Consequently, German law has been able to provide greater ex ante guidance to corporate agents and to impose greater constraints on prosecutorial overreach ex post. It is therefore unsurprising that Germany’s white-collar criminal law reforms have been criticized as “overextended” and too “far reaching”—a charge diametrically opposed to the one most commonly leveled against U.S. corporate criminal law reforms and undoubtedly inspired by the relative effectiveness of Germany’s approach in achieving deterrence.

VIII. MIXED ENTITY-LEVEL & INDIVIDUAL CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY SYSTEMS

The deterrent success Germany witnessed after “rapidly” expanding the reach of its white-collar criminal laws and “increas[ing]” maximum penalties has been aided by Germany’s simultaneous “reduc[tion] [of] certain evidentiary burdens need[ed] for conviction.” In many respects, the fact that “complicated tactical procedures”—which rest
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90 Diskant, supra note 27, at 142.
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92 Id. at 45-46.
93 Diskant, supra note 27, at 143.
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96 Diskant, supra note 27, at 143.
at the heart of U.S. federal prosecutorial power vis-à-vis the corporate entity—“are impossible in Germany” merely underscores the degree to which European laws facilitate individual criminal enforcement. On the other hand, U.S. corporate criminal laws, notwithstanding their substantive deficiencies, are saddled with procedural requirements that make entity-level enforcement’s predominance inevitable and susceptible to abuse.

It is the very existence of a bifurcated enforcement system in the United States which, in attempting to compensate for the inadequacies of American corporate criminal statutes, exacerbates the inequities associated with entity-level enforcement. Given the substance of America’s corporate criminal statutes and the robust constitutional protections the United States affords criminal defendants, the availability of an altogether alternate route to conviction—here, at the entity-level—tempts prosecutors to leverage the weighty threat of organizational criminal liability in order to circumvent nettlesome individual rights.

As a consequence of the fact that U.S. criminal defendants “enjoy significant procedural protections that are . . . unavailable” in most foreign nations, U.S. corporate criminal law—through its provision of entity-level recourse and conferral of immense prosecutorial discretion—virtually guarantees that American procedure’s “unique aspects” will be “manipulated” by a government able to threaten corporations with the prospect of a “potentially lethal” entity-level prosecution in order to induce their cooperation in the inherently and exceedingly difficult prosecution of individual corporate employees.

For this reason, the proliferation of non-prosecution agreements between the U.S. government and American corporations and the steady increase in government demands that—as a condition for avoiding prosecution—corporations waive their attorney-client privilege, produce all requested documents, and terminate indemnification agreements with individual corporate agents (so as to impair the defense-mounting ability of those agents) are

97 Ryan, supra note 82, at 446.
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100 Id. at 862.
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far less “reflection[s] of principled criminal theory” than they are prosecutorial “tool[s].”\textsuperscript{106}

The U.S. Department of Justice’s “increased use” of such constitutionally problematic leveraging tactics and resort to ever vacillating entity-level prosecution policy memoranda which—despite the fact that federal law already “generously” provides for entity-level corporate liability—are often overzealously “depart[ed]” from has led the private criminal bar to go so far as to question whether this state of affairs “undermin[es] the adversary system” at its very core.\textsuperscript{107}

In many instances, such prosecutorial posturing “rather artificially”\textsuperscript{108} generates sharp conflicts between the interests of individual corporate defendants and those of their still-unindicted former colleagues, who have strong incentive to hasten investigative closure by complying with the government’s sweeping demands.\textsuperscript{109} This incentive remains if for no other reason than to draw attention away from their own conduct, even if doing so damages the procedural protections on which their now-indicted former colleagues had come to rely.\textsuperscript{110}

Not surprisingly, this system produces grave doubts in light of the fact that— notwithstanding the existence of codified prosecutorial guidelines—“many” entity-level prosecutions still proceed on the basis of idiosyncratic calculations driven by a host of non-legal considerations.\textsuperscript{111} Given such doubts about the “fairness of trading corporate cooperation for government-granted favors”?\textsuperscript{112} when a cooperation implicates subordinate employees, , the wisdom of preserving America’s dual corporate criminal enforcement regime, which at its best is ineffectual and at its worst actually undermines valued constitutional guarantees, must be questioned.\textsuperscript{113}

Therefore, entity-level enforcement’s misuse ought to be understood as a direct result of the paradox Congress has created for the Executive Branch. Because Congress has been unwilling to directly enact significant statutory reform that realistically enables individual prosecution, the Department of Justice is left to indirectly accomplish reform through the organizational liability route.\textsuperscript{114} In so doing, Congress has left the Executive’s

\textsuperscript{106} Diskant, \textit{supra} note 27, at 169.
\textsuperscript{107} Sussman & Saikin, \textit{supra} note 21, at 40, 42.
\textsuperscript{108} Diskant, \textit{supra} note 27, at 141.
\textsuperscript{109} Plimpton & Walsh, \textit{supra} note 20, at 344 (describing the mechanics of “cooperation credit” and detailing the extent to which it hinges on the entity’s swift and unquestioning acceptance of the government’s settlement terms).
\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{111} Laufer, \textit{supra} note 20, at 40 (contending that this process reveals the “selective vigilance of federal law enforcement”).
\textsuperscript{113} Plimpton & Walsh, \textit{supra} note 20, at 344.
\textsuperscript{114} Rauch, \textit{supra} note 60.
hands bound precisely when public demand for a definitive reduction in corporate fraud has become greatest.\textsuperscript{115}

Maximal deterrence of securities fraud will remain elusive until, both doctrinally and with respect to modes of enforcement, U.S. corporate criminal law is reoriented away from the entity and toward the individual. Now more than ever, it is essential for Congress to step up and repair the framework it has habitually neglected.

**IX. SUGGESTED POLICY PRESCRIPTIONS**

After surveying the existing legal landscape and exploring the benefits and pitfalls associated with entity-level and individual corporate criminal liability, it is apparent that a central part of any truly effective U.S. corporate criminal law reform will necessarily entail making criminal negligence the statutory scienter standard which governs the securities sphere. Unlike knowledge or willfulness, criminal negligence “does not involve an inquiry into the state of mind of the accused.”\textsuperscript{116} As a result, liability flows from the fact that the accused has “failed to adhere to the standard of conduct expected of a reasonable person under similar circumstances,” making culpability contingent on the breach of “an objective or external standard.”\textsuperscript{117} Conviction is therefore grounded in a belief that the accused should have known that their actions carried a substantial and unjustifiable risk of harm.\textsuperscript{118} While effective statutory reform could arguably be achieved through a downward redefinition of the materiality of a fact whose omission triggers a criminal violation or through a reduction in the degree of involvement needed to constitute entry into a corporate conspiracy, emphasis on scienter reduction helps focus the inquiry by proposing an alternate path which has already been tried and tested throughout Europe as well as within certain U.S. corporate sectors.\textsuperscript{119}

Construing the corporate criminal statutes in existence, the United State Supreme Court in *Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder* concluded that “merely negligent conduct does not give rise to liability for securities fraud.”\textsuperscript{120} Since that time, “surprisingly technical and complicated” scienter requirements have saddled securities fraud prosecutions.\textsuperscript{121}
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Nonetheless, given the “extreme[ ] difficult[y]” in establishing the requisite criminal intent in these cases and the societal harm that such misconduct has caused, concerns regarding the need to balance rigorous statutory modifications “against the need not to unnecessarily burden normal business activities” have never been more misplaced. Reducing the criminal proof-of-intent standard in order to better deter individuals from engaging in securities fraud will, in light of the securities domain’s susceptibility to fraud’s recurrence, only serve to strengthen the “disclosure process that has made our markets a model for other nations,” and help protect investors by “exposing fraudulent schemes that might withstand scrutiny under” the “defense-oriented” legal rules presently in place.

Moreover, and so as to avoid over-inclusively sweeping insignificant financial transactions into the modified statutory fold, legislative revisions ought to confine the criminal negligence standard’s application to those transactions whose magnitude and complexity risks systemic destabilization. For all other transactions, adopting a criminal recklessness standard—itself more forceful and logistically feasible to enforce than the prevailing ‘knowing’ and ‘willful’ requirement—should prove sufficient to achieve effective individual deterrence.

In many respects, the call to apply a criminal negligence scienter standard to the securities industry arises from recognition that the devastating effects of securities fraud are no longer localized. Rather, in an era of immense financial institution interdependence, and within which the defrauded investor is far more likely to be a large institutional investor or even a sovereign country, the growing improbability of effective harm containment has made continued reliance on the status quo dangerously unreasonable.
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127 See Genevieve Beyea, Transnational Securities Fraud and the Extraterritorial Application of U.S. Securities Laws: Challenges and Opportunities, 1 Global Bus. L. Rev. 139, 139 (2011) (“With globalization, securities markets have become progressively more interconnected, and securities fraud has increasingly crossed borders, creating problems for national regulators seeking to deter and punish fraud.”).
Powerful justification for adopting the proposed statutory reforms is the clear precedent for such reform in American corporate criminal law. Indeed, as reflected in the many instances where individual agents have been found criminally liable for their negligent failure to affirmatively act or make necessary corporate disclosures, the assignment of criminal penalties as a result of negligent conduct is conceptually well-established.

Although derived from instances of corporate misconduct that more viscerally endangered the public health, the “conventional requirement” of demonstrating some deliberate individual wrongdoing has since been subordinated within certain realms of corporate activity. In those realms, criminal liability has instead been assigned based on a “defendant’s position in the corporation,” theoretical capacity to have either prevented or promptly corrected the misconduct, and negligent failure for having failed to undertake remedial measures.

This Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine effectively introduces an additional layer of deterrence by assigning criminal liability to the corporate agent whose “reasonable relation” to the situation is enough to establish his criminal liability, even in the absence “of criminal intent or . . . knowledge of the specific wrongdoing.” Although courts typically invoke the doctrine for strict liability public welfare offenses, some federal courts have
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actually extended it to settings where the “statute defining the offense contains a knowledge or intent requirement.”136 Consequently, and notwithstanding the fact that this doctrine has “rarely” been employed as a basis for prosecution, prudential and precedential grounds exist for broadening its application to the securities domain.137 Even so, supervisory culpability under the Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine remains predicated on the independent establishment of the underlying corporate agent’s securities law violation.138 For this reason, and given the impediments that inhere to current securities laws, resort to the doctrine would complement—as opposed to substituting—outright statutory modification.139

Statutory criminalization of corporate negligence already “span[s] a range of behaviors.”140 Rather than “dispensing with the requirement of proving mens rea,” as a strict liability regime would entail, “reasonable inferences” can effectively serve as bases for doling out individual fault pursuant to a corporate criminal negligence standard.141 Indeed, in those U.S. corporate contexts where a criminal negligence standard has already been adopted, modification was spurred by the realization that the offenses in question were “more costly, both in terms of human lives and economically,” than had previously been believed.142

Data drawn from nearly 200 corporate offenders sentenced in federal court during the mid-1980s, which showed that the average monetary harm per offense was $565,000, while the average loss attributed to each burglary during this same period was $1,000, helped crystallize the view that—at least within certain industries—corporate crime was “perhaps the most dangerous . . . kind of crime that occurs in our society.”143

Guided by the effect that the “special significance”144 of public health and environmental considerations has had in motivating the reduction of scienter requirements in certain corporate domains, cursory consideration of the disastrous—yet frequently overlooked—harms proximately caused by the 2008 Financial Crisis dramatically narrows any perceived disparity between the detriment which flows from an unsupervised torrent of toxic red sludge and that which results from a fraudulently marketed synthetic collateralized debt obligation.145
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The global financial crisis has indirectly exposed more than 40% of U.S. households to unemployment, negative home equity, arrears on their mortgage payments, or foreclosure, and has also left many expectant retirees grappling with “substantial losses” that forestalled retirement plans and swaths of younger workers unable to “reach their expected level of lifetime earnings.”

Accordingly, the “previously barely conceivable extent of damage . . . that could be wrought” by securities fraud is now on full display, making the notion that corporate criminal negligence somehow represents a qualitatively inappropriate legal benchmark in all but a handful of industries simply untenable. Even those ordinarily opposed to greater governmental oversight of U.S. corporate activity, and who insist that criminal law ought to be “reserved for conduct that society finds so repugnant as to warrant the severest sanction,” will be hard-pressed to deny that the corporate misconduct which produced the societal suffering endured since the 2008 Financial Crisis’ onset qualifies as sufficiently repugnant.

In short, appreciating the manifest resemblance that systemic securities fraud’s harms bear to the more visceral damage other types of corporate crime leave behind only strengthens the case for pursuing reform through the modification of statutory proof-of-intent requirements. Absent such reconceptualization—through which the financial industry’s destructive potential is most accurately reflected—further conventional legislation, aimed at what is already the “most heavily regulated and monitored area of corporate activity,” likely will do little more than deepen and repeat the false sense of security which has cyclically followed each post-crisis regulatory intervention.

X. OBSTACLES TO IMPLEMENTING THE POLICIES PRESCRIBED AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF INACTION

Robustly enhancing corporate criminal statutes is more easily prescribed than implemented. The effort must, despite its appeal, overcome an array of uniquely structural obstacles; namely, the reality that corporate political contributions—now more easily dispensed than ever before—“influence outcomes in ways that no private citizen can,” and the fact that “[m]any convicted corporations are the most generous [political] consequences of the recession . . . will be far-reaching and severe,” with “notably increase[d] risks of strokes, heart attacks, and catastrophic illness” already being registered).
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donors.”

Even though curtailment of entity-level enforcement would accompany the proposed criminalization of corporate negligence and presumably increase a corporation’s discretionary funds, the fact that corporate contribution decisions will still be made by individual agents who will increasingly find themselves in prosecutorial cross-hairs suggests that any stringent corporate criminal reform proposal is likely to further embolden the financial services industry’s already well-financed opposition.

Aside from such predictable resistance, mobilizing Congress to revisit and make discrete modifications to recently enacted legislation is often as necessary as it is difficult. Essentially, because Dodd-Frank, much like Sarbanes-Oxley, can be described as an emergency law enacted during a period of immense political and financial turmoil, it raises doubt as to whether the “healthy ventilation of issues” needed in order to guarantee this regulatory initiative’s effectiveness indeed took place prior to its passage.

While the obstacles to the enactment of more stringent corporate criminal laws remain considerable, the risks associated with continued inaction—both socially and legally—are even more profound. Much like its predecessors, Dodd-Frank’s failure to adopt proof-of-intent requirements, which would better enable regulators to investigate and prosecute corporate crimes at the individual level, illustrates the latest in a long line of instances where the federal government has deliberately refrained from employing the most powerful deterrent in its legal arsenal—meaningful scienter reform—to combat what are, by now, undeniable patterns of fraud that, as a result of the U.S. financial sector’s unprecedented dominance and interdependence, continue to plunge the United States into deeper periods of crisis.

Additionally, if more vigorous corporate criminal law reform than Dodd-Frank fails to yield either a perceived or actual reduction in fraud, then U.S. corporations and their agents may find themselves regulated by as many as 50 different jurisdictions, each of which will more aggressively seek to punish and deter corporate misconduct as “state attorneys
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general on the warpath . . . pursuing the crimes Washington [will] not.”157 Not only will the proliferation of numerous and potentially divergent state corporate criminal law regimes prove immensely disruptive to the uniformity that corporations depend on to structure their internal affairs, but widespread legal reform at the state level may bring with it the chilling over-deterrence that tends to accompany the passage of legislation less interested in preventing future harm than in placating a public appetite for retribution and settling political scores.158

XI. CONCLUSION

A thorough understanding of the prevailing mechanisms through which U.S. corporate criminal laws are enforced underscores many of the reasons for their repeated failure to prevent fraud-induced economic crises. Far from embodying a panacea for all that ails the substance and enforcement of existing securities laws, meaningful scienter reform which incorporates—and consistently incarcerates upon violations of—a criminal negligence standard is a long overdue and much needed advance.
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